Do I need a Powermeter?
Buying a powermeter is the single best investment you can make if
you want to improve your training and racing in triathlon. In fact, it
will help you train better and race faster than a new Zipp disk wheel
for about the same amount of money. This becomes truer the longer
the distance you plan to participate in.
So, in my opinion, you need a powermeter with a very big if: if you
know what to do with it. Some folks spend $1500 (and up) to have a
very fancy and basically useless computer on their bikes, but hey,
they look cool.
So what do you do with a powermeter? Basically, a power meter
displays data, primarily in watts, stores that data and then allows
you to download that data into various programs. You can use that
data in 4 ways : 1) set training zones (in addition to heart rate zones)
and perform workouts at that targeted power level; 2) monitor the
total amount of work performed in terms of both duration and
intensity; 3) easily share workout information with your coach; and
4) perhaps most importantly, accurately monitor your pacing during
a race.
1) Set training zones. Most folks realize that training on a bike
with a speedometer is pretty much useless, since speed is too
variable depending on wind and hills. Triathletes have
typically used heart rate zones instead of speed to monitor
intensity. However, while better than nothing, heart rate
zones are at best an indirect measurement of effort and can be
too variable based on different conditions. And finally, using
heart rate zones for short intervals (less than 5 minutes) can
prove troublesome. For example, let’s say you have a workout
assigned as follows: 5 x 3 minutes at Zone 5b (very hard). When
you start your interval, how hard do you go? Since your heart
rate lags behind your effort, any where from 45-120 seconds,
you might be half way through the interval and your heart
rate is too low if you start too easy. Or if you go out really
hard and your heart rate shoots past 5b, you might have to go
too easy to get your heart rate back down. However, if you use
watts, and Zone 5b is 275 watts for you, you can monitor your
effort exactly. You know exactly what your effort based on
power is the entire interval. You can then use your heart rate
as an indicator of how your body responded to that interval.
2) Monitor work done. Once you complete the workout, you can
download the data into one of two great programs, RaceDay or
CyclingPeaksWKO. These programs will assign a total stress
score to each of your workouts based upon your individual
fitness level. In this way it is easy to monitor how hard a

particular workout was in comparison to your fitness level. It
will also allow you to monitor how “fresh” you are and how
“fit” you are. These are great programs to help guide you to a
peak for an A race.

3) Share the data. As opposed to just telling your coach that
your workout was “pretty good”, send the power file to the
coach. There is a ton of info that a coach can gleam from a
power file. Was the workout too hard or too easy? Did the
athlete do too much or too little? Did the athlete pace him or
herself correctly? How did the athlete respond to the
workout? Are the training zones appropriate? The list goes on
and on. You will get more out of your coach because you will
be giving your coach a whole lot more to work with.
4) Race pacing. Without a doubt, if you use the powermeter as
described above, you will race better and faster. A powermeter
will help you accurately pace yourself in a race, preventing
you from toasting yourself on the bike and fading on the run.
This is especially true in the longer races. By the time race
day comes around, you will know pretty accurately what target
power you can hold in a steady fashion and still run well off
the bike. If for example you are doing a 70.3 race, you might
know through your training and working with your coach that
you can hold 250 watts for 56 miles and still hit your goal
run pace. All you have to do is monitor your powermeter, to
make sure you are not exceeding your power goal for the race.
I can’t tell you how many times I have seen an athlete go out
too hard on the bike (hey we all feel good on the bike at the
beginning) just to limp in to T2 and struggle on the run.
Proper pacing prevents this and powermeter will allow you to
pace properly.
And, by the way, a properly outfitted powermeter is every bit as
fast as a Zipp disk wheel for about the same amount of money.
Send me an email and I will tell you how.

